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Temporal Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning Techniques Using Time Petri Nets
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Abstract—In this paper, we present temporal knowledge representation
and reasoning techniques using time Petri nets. A method is also proposed
to check the consistency of the temporal knowledge. The proposed method
can overcome the drawback of the one presented in [16]. It provides a
useful way to check the consistency of the temporal knowledge.

Index Terms—Knowledge representation, rule-based system, temporal
knowledge, time Petri nets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of time plays a very important role in our lives. In
order to solve the temporal knowledge representation and reasoning
problem, developing a system that can store and manipulate the
knowledge about time is necessary. In [1], Allen described 13 kinds
of relations of time, where each of the 13 relations represents
the order of two time intervals. In [16], Yao pointed out that
there are mainly two kinds of representation and reasoning schemes
for temporal information, i.e., Dechter’s linear inequalities [6] to
encode metric relations between time points and Allen’s temporal
calculus [1]. Each scheme has its advantages and disadvantages.
In [12], Kautz et al. introduced a model to integrate two schemes
for temporal reasoning in order to benefit from the advantages of
each scheme. In [8], Dutta presented an event-based fuzzy temporal
logic. It can determine effectively the various temporal relations
between uncertain events or their combinations. In [7], Denget
al. presented a G-Net for knowledge representation and reasoning.
In [5], we presented a fuzzy Petri net model (FPN) to represent
the fuzzy production rules of rule-based systems and presented a
fuzzy reasoning algorithm to deal with fuzzy reasoning in rule-based
systems. However, the models presented in [5] and [7] cannot be
used for temporal knowledge representation. In [16], Yao presented
a model based on time Petri nets for handling both qualitative and
quantitative temporal information. In [4], we pointed out that the
method presented in [16] has a drawback in checking the consistency
of temporal knowledge.
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In this paper, we present a method to describe the relationships
between states and events using time Petri nets for temporal knowl-
edge representation and reasoning. We also present an algorithm to
check the consistency of temporal knowledge. The proposed method
can overcome the drawback of the one presented in [16].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the basic concepts and definitions of time Petri nets. The
temporal knowledge representation techniques using time Petri nets
are also presented in Section II. In Section III, we present some
operations between time intervals and between paths in a time Petri
net. In Section IV, we present an algorithm to check the consistency
of temporal knowledge. The conclusions are provided in Section V.

II. TIME PETRI NETS

In this section, we introduce the basic concepts of time Petri
nets. A time Petri net is a bipartite directed graph which con-
tains two types of nodes, i.e., places and transitions, where circles
represent places and bars represent transitions. There are several
definitions of time Petri nets [11], [16]. A time Petri net is a ten-tuple
(S; E;P; T; B; F;M0; �; �; SIM), where

S finite set of states,S = fS1; S2; � � � ; Sng;
E finite set of events,E = fE1; E2; � � � ; Emg; where each

event is associated with a transition;
P finite set of places,P = fP1; P2; � � � ; Png; where each

place is associated with a state;
T finite set of transitions,T = ft1; t2; � � � ; tmg; where

each transition is associated with a time interval;
B backward incidence function,B: T � P ! N; where

N is the set of nonnegative integers;
F forward incidence function,F : T � P ! N ;
M0 initial marking functionM0: P ! N ;
� mapping function from places to states,�: P ! S;
� mapping function from events to transitions,�: E ! T ;
SIM mapping function called static interval mapping function,

SIM: T ! Q�; whereQ� is a time interval.

In a time Petri net, each transition is associated with a time interval
[a; b]; wherea is called the static Earliest Firing Time,b is called the
static Latest Firing Time, anda � b; where

1) a (0 � a) is the minimal time that must elapse, starting from
the time at which the transition is enabled until the transition
can fire;

2) b (0 � b � 1) represents the maximum time during which
the transition is enabled without being fired.

The values ofa and b are relative to the moment the transition is
enabled. If the transition is enabled at time�; then the transition
cannot be fired before time� + a; and the transition must be fired
before time� + b:

In a time Petri net, a place may contain tokens. A time Petri
net with some places containing tokens is called a marked time
Petri net. For example, Fig. 1 shows a marked time Petri net,
where eventsE1; E2; E3; andE4 are associated with time intervals,
[t11; t12]; [t21; t22]; [t31; t32]; and[t41; t42]; respectively. An arc from
a place to a transition defines the place to be the input (backward
incidence) place of the transition. An arc from a transition to a place
defines the place to be the output (forward incidence) place of the
transition. A transition is enabled if and only if each of its input
places has a token. When a transition is enabled, it may be fired.
When a transition fires, all tokens are removed from its input places,
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Fig. 1. Marked time Petri net.

and a token is added into each of its output places. For example,
in Fig. 1, transitiont1 is enabled because there is a token in place
P1 (P1 is the only input place oft1): After t1 is fired, the token
in P1 is removed and each of the placesP2 and P3 has a token.
In a marked time Petri net, the places initially containing tokens are
called initial marking places.

In [1], Allen describes thirteen possible relationships between
two time intervals. Yao [16] modeled these relationships using time
Petri nets. Assume that placePi is associated with stateSi (i.e.,
�(Pi) = Si), where 1 � i � n; event Ej is associated with
transition tj (i.e., �(Ej) = tj); where1 � j � m; and transition
tj is associated with the time interval[j1; j2]: In [10], we have used
time Petri nets for temporal knowledge representation.

III. OPERATIONS BETWEEN TIME INTERVALS AND BETWEEN PATHS

In this section, we present the operations between time intervals
and between paths in a time Petri net [10].

Definition 3.1: Let Pk be a place, and letti andtj be transitions
in a time Petri net. IfPk is a forward incidence place ofti andPk

is a backward incidence place oftj ; then we say that the forward
incidence place ofti coincides with the backward incidence place
of tj :

Definition 3.2: Assume that the time intervalT1 = [a; b]; where
0 � a � b � 1; and time intervalT2 = [c; d]; where0 � c �
d � 1: Then

1) Time Interval Union([):
Case 1: Ifb< c; thenT1 [ T2 = [a; b] [ [c; d]:
Case 2: Ifa � c � b � d; thenT1 [ T2 = [a; d]:
Case 3: Ifc � a � d � b; thenT1 [ T2 = [c; b]:
Case 4: Ifd<a; thenT1 [ T2 = [c; d] [ [a; b]:

2) Time Interval Intersection(\):
Case 1: Ifb< c; thenT1 \ T2 = �:

Case 2: Ifa � c � b � d; thenT1 \ T2 = [c; b]:
Case 3: Ifc � a � d � b; thenT1 \ T2 = [a; d]:
Case 4: Ifd<a; thenT1 \ T2 = �:

3) Time Interval Addition(+): T1 + T2 = [a + c; b+ d]:

Definition 3.3: Two time intervalsT1 andT2 are joint if T1 \ T2
is not empty (i.e.,T1 \ T2 6= �).

Definition 3.4: In a time Petri net, apath is a sequence of
transitionsfti; ti+1; � � � ; tjg such that the output place oftk coincides
with the input place oftk+1 for i � k � j � 1; where the path is
a set of transitions.

Definition 3.5: Two transitionsti and tj are contradictory if ti
and tj are enabled by the same backward incidence places.

Definition 3.6: Let path
1

and path
2

be two paths in a time
Petri net, where path

1
= ftg; tg+1; � � � ; ta; � � � ; thg and path

2
=

fti; ti+1; � � � ; tb; � � � ; tjg: If ta and tb are not contradictory, then
the union of the two paths (i.e., path

1
[ path

2
) is equal to

ftg; tg+1; � � � ; ta; � � � ; thg [ fti; ti+1; � � � ; tb; � � � ; tjg; where [ is

the union operator of sets. Ifta andtb are contradictory, then we let
the result of path

1
[ path

2
be �:

Let ti be a transition and letftj ; tj+1; � � � ; tkg be a path in a time
Petri net. Addingti into the path is expressed asftj ; tj+1; � � � ; tkg 
+ ti = ftj ; tj+1; � � � ; tk; tig:

Let pathb be a path and let PS be a set of paths, wherePS =
fpath

1
; path

2
; � � � ; pathag: Adding pathb into PS is defined asPS +

pathb = fpath
1
; path

2
; � � � ; patha; pathbg:

Definition 3.7: Let PS1 and PS2 be two sets of paths,
where PS1 = fpathg; pathg+1; � � � ; pathhg and PS2 =
fpathi;pathi+1; � � � ; pathjg: The Cartesian unionoperation between
PS1 and PS2 is defined by

PS1 } PS2

= fpathg [ pathi; pathg [ pathi+1; � � �

pathg [ pathj ; pathg+1 [ pathi
pathg+1 [ pathi+1; � � � ; pathg+1 [ pathj

...

pathh [ pathi; pathh [ pathi+1 � � � ;

pathh [ pathjg

where [ is the Union operator between paths. Themergeoperation
betweenPS1 andPS2 is defined by

PS1 }+ PS2 = fpathg; pathg+1; � � � ; pathh; pathi;

pathi+1; � � � ; pathjg:

Adding a transitionta into PS1 is defined asPS1 ta; where

PS1 ta = fpathg + ta; pathg+1 + ta; � � � ; pathh + tag:

Definition 3.8: Let TS1 and TS2 be two sets of time intervals,
whereTS1 = fTg; Tg+1; � � � ; Thg; TS2 = fTi; Ti+1; � � � ; Tjg; and
let Ta be some time interval. The union ofTS1 andTS2 is defined
as TS1 [ TS2:

TS1 [ TS2 = fTg; Tg+1; � � � ; Th; Ti; Ti+1; � � � ; Tjg:

The multiplication of TS1 andTS2 is defined by

TS1 � TS2 = fTg \ Ti; Tg \ Ti+1; � � � ; Tg \ Tj

Tg+1 \ Ti; Tg+1 \ Ti+1; � � � ; Tg+1 \ Tj

...

Th \ Ti; Th \ Ti+1; � � � ; Th \ Tjg

where\ is the intersection operator of time intervals. Adding a time
intervalTa into a setTS1 of time intervals, is defined asTS1 Ta
where

TS1 Ta = fTg [ Ta; Tg+1 [ Ta; � � � ; Th [ Tag

where[ is the union operator of time intervals.

IV. TEMPORAL REASONING USING TIME PETRI NETS

In this section, we present an algorithm for performing temporal
reasoning using time Petri nets. The algorithm essentially constructs
a sprouting graph, where each node is associated with an ordered
pair (a; b); wherea indicates the current place andb is a triplet, and
each directed arc (includes dashed directed arc) is associated with an
ordered pair(c; d); wherec indicates the current transition andd is the
time interval associated with the transition in the time Petri net. The
triplet of the ordered pair of a node in the sprouting graph consists of
a time interval, a set of paths, and a set of time intervals, where the
time interval represents the possible time of occurrence of the current
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place of the node, each path in the set of paths consists of transitions
passed through from the initial marking places to the current place of
the node, and each time interval in the set of time intervals represents
the time that the corresponding path needs to spend. If theith path
in the set of paths is�; then theith time interval of the set of time
intervals is� as well. The algorithm constructs a sprouting graph to
model the transfer of tokens in the marked time Petri net. It uses the
sprouting graph to check the consistency of temporal knowledge and
to perform temporal reasoning. Assume that there aren places and
m transitions in a time Petri net. The algorithm consists of two steps.

Step 1) Generate a sequence of transitions of the marked time
Petri net. This step can be divided into the following
substeps.

1) Let F1 be a n � m backward incidence matrix. If
the placePi is the backward incidence place of the
transition tj ; then setF1(Pi; tj) = 1: Otherwise, set
F1(Pi; tj) = 0:

2) LetF2 be an�m forward incidence matrix. If the place
Pi is the forward incidence place of the transitiontj ;
then setF2(Pi; tj) = 1: Otherwise, setF2(Pi; tj) = 0:
However, if the placePi is the initial marking place of
the marked time Petri net, then setF2(Pi; tj) = 0 for
every transitiontj of the marked time Petri net.

3) Find a placePi that has never been found such that
F2(Pi; tj) = 0 for every transitiontj of the marked
time Petri net, and setF1(Pi; tj) = 0 for every
transitiontj of the marked time Petri net.

4) Find a transitiontj that has never been found such that
F1(Pi; tj) = 0 for every placePi of the marked time
Petri net, then output the transitiontj ; setF2(Pi; tj) =
0 for every placePi of the marked time Petri net, and
go to (3). If we can’t find any transitiontj such that
F1(Pi; tj) = 0 for every placePi of the marked time
Petri net or we have already output all transitions, then
go to Step 2.

Step 2) Construct the sprouting graph. This step can be divided
into the following substeps.

1) Create a node for every initial marking place of the
marked time Petri net, where the first value of the
ordered pair associated with the node is this initial mark-
ing place and the triplet of the ordered pair associated
with this node is([0; 0]; �; �) unless the user defines it.
These nodes are called root nodes.

2) If the firing sequence generated in Step 1 ist1t2 � � � tk;
then select the first transition of the firing sequence, i.e.,
let tj = t1: Assume that the time interval associated
with tj is Ta:

i. Find the nodes in which the first value of the
ordered pair associated with each node is one
of tj ’s backward incidence places. Assume that
the triplet of the ordered pairs of these nodes
are (I1; Path_set1; I_Path_set1); (I2; Path_set2;
I_Path_set2); � � � ; (Ir; Path_setr; I_Path_setr);
whereIi is a time interval, Path_seti is a set of
paths, andI_Path_seti is a set of time intervals,
1 � i � r: Let

I =(I1 \ I2 \ � � � \ Ir) + Ta;

Pathset=(Patset1 } Pathset2 } � � � } Pathsetr)

tj ;

I Pathset=(I Pathset1 � I Pathset2 � � � �

� I Pathsetr) Ta:

If (I1 \ I2 \ � � � Ir) = � (i.e., the time intervals
are not joint), then letj = j + 1 and go to iv).
Otherwise,tj is called firable.

ii. Find the forward incidence places oftj : Assume
that these places areP1; P2; � � � ; Ps: For each
Pi; 1 � i � s.

Case 1: IfPi is the initial marking place of the
marked time Petri net, then draw a dash directed
arc from each node we find in i) to the node in
which the first value of the ordered pair associated
with this node isPi and let the ordered pair
associated with the dash directed arc be(tj ; Ta):

Case 2: If there exists a node in which the first
value of the ordered pair associated with this node
is Pi and assume that the triplet of the ordered
pair associated with the node is(Ia; Path_seta;
I_Path_seta); then draw a directed arc which is
associated with the ordered pair(tj ; Ta) from each
node we find in i) to the node and set the triplet
of the ordered pair associated with the node to
be (I [ Ia; Path_set}+ Path_seta; I_Path_set[
I_Path_seta):

Case 3: If we can’t find any node in which
the first value of the ordered pair associated with
this node isPi; then create a new node, and
let the ordered pair associated with the created
node be (Pi; (I; Path_set,I_Path_set)), and draw
a directed arc which is associated with the ordered
pair (tj ; Ta) from each node we find in i) to the
created node.

iii. Let j = j + 1:

iv. If j >k; then terminate and the sprouting graph
has been created, otherwise, go to i).

Assume that the ordered pair associated with a node of the
sprouting graph is(Pi; (Ii; Path_seti; I_Path_seti)); where Ii is
a time interval, Path_seti is a set of paths, andI_Path_seti is
a set of time intervals. Furthermore, assume thatI_Path_seti =
fTi1; Ti2; � � � ; Tikg; wherek is a positive integer andPi is not an
initial marking place, then we can find thatIi = Ti1[Ti2[� � �[Tik:

In the following, we present a method to check the consistency
of the temporal knowledge and to perform temporal reasoning.
If there exists a place that doesn’t appear in any ordered pair
associated with the node of the graph, then we say that this marked
time Petri net is not consistent [16]. In other words, if we define
some temporal knowledge that won’t happen in any case, then
the corresponding marked time Petri net would be not consis-
tent.

However, how can we know that it is possible that the transition
ti and the transitiontj of the marked time Petri net occur at the
same time? Furthermore, if we know thatti and tj are possible
to occur at the same time, then what events (or transitions) should
occur before? Assume that the time interval associated withti is
[i1; i2]; the backward incidence places ofti are Pi1; Pi2; � � � ; Pia;

and assume that the triplet associated with the node of which the first
value of the ordered pair isPix is (Iix; Path_setix; I_Path_setix);
where1 � x � a: The time interval associated withtj is [j1; j2]; the
backward incidence places oftj arePj1; Pj2; � � � ; Pjb; and assume
that the triplet associated with the node of which the first value of
the ordered pair isPjy is (Ijy; Path_setjy; I_Path_setjy); where
1 � y � b: Let

PS1 =Pathseti1 } Pathseti2 } � � � } Pathsetia

= fpath
11
; path

12
; � � � ; path

1rg;
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Fig. 2. Marked time Petri net of Example 4.1.

TS1 = I Pathseti1 � I Pathseti2 � � � � � I Pathsetia

= fT11; T12; � � � ; T1rg; whereT1g = [xg1; xg2];

for g = 1; 2; � � � ; r;

PS2 =Pathsetj1 } Pathsetj2 } � � � } Pathsetjb

= fpath
21
; path

22
; � � � ; path

2sg;

TS2 = I Pathsetj1 � I Pathsetj2 � � � � � I Pathsetja

= fT21; T22; � � � ; T2sg; whereT2h = [yh1; yh2];

for h = 1; 2; � � � ; s:

If there exists a time intervalT1g of TS1 and a time intervalT2h of
TS2; whereT1g = [xg1; xg2] andT2h = [yh1; yh2]; 1 � g � r; and
1 � h � s; such that[xg1; xg2 + i2] \ [yh1; yh2 + j2] 6= �; then ti
and tj can occur at the same time. Otherwise,ti and tj can’t occur
at the same time. If the result is thatti andtj can occur at the same
time, then the events (or transitions) that maketi andtj occur at the
same time are path

1g [ path
2h; where1 � g � r; and1 � h � s:

Example 4.1: John spends 20–30 min going to school from his
home by bus. Mary spends 5–10 min walking to school from her
home. John reads the newspaper for 10–15 min in his classroom or
talks with Mary for 5–10 min in the corridor of the school. Mary
studies for 20–25 min in her classroom or talks with John for 5–10
min in the corridor of the school. After reading the newspaper or
talking, John spends 20–30 min by bus from the school to his home.
After studying or talking, Mary spends 5–10 min walking home from
the school. Then, the following temporal knowledge can be obtained:

“state S1 (John in his home) by eventE1 (by bus) to stateS2
(John in his classroom),”

“stateS3 (Mary in her home) by eventE2 (walking) to stateS4
(Mary in her classroom),”

Fig. 3. Sprouting graph of Example 4.1.

“stateS2 by eventE3 (reading the newspaper) to stateS5 (John
in his classroom),”

“state S4 by event E4 (studying) to stateS6 (Mary in her
classroom),”

“(stateS2 and stateS4) by eventE5 (nothing) to stateS7 (John
and Mary in the corridor),”

“stateS7 by event E6(talking) to stateS8 (John and Mary in the
corridor),”

“stateS5 by eventE7 (by bus) to stateS1;”
“stateS8 by eventE8 (by bus) to stateS1;”
“stateS6 by eventE9 (walking) to stateS3;”
“stateS8 by eventE10 (walking) to stateS3;”
where the time intervals associated with the events

E1; E2; E3; E4; E5; E6; E7; E8; E9; and E10 are [20, 30], [5,
10], [10, 15], [20, 25], [0, 0], [5, 10], [20, 30], [20, 30], [5, 10], and
[5, 10], respectively, and the initial marking places areP1 andP3:

Based on [10], we can construct the corresponding time Petri
net as shown in Fig. 2. Then, the sprouting graph can be obtained
by applying the algorithm described above, where the sequence
generated in Step 1 ist1t2t3t5t4t6t7t8t9t10; and the sprouting graph
of Example 4.1 is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, we can see that the
time Petri net shown in Fig. 2 is not consistent due to the fact thatt6
will not be enabled to fire. In other words, John has no chance to talk
with Mary in the corridor even if indeed there is the time fact that
John and Mary talk with each other. Furthermore, we know thatt7 and
t10 can occur at some time because[30; 45+30]\ [25; 35+10] 6= �:

To maket7 and t10 occur at the same time, we must take the path
ft1; t3g [ ft2; t4g = ft1; t3; t2; t4g: In other words, if John wants
to go home with Mary at the same time, John needs to go to school
by bus and read the newspaper in his classroom and Mary needs to
walk to school and study in her classroom.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented temporal knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning techniques using time Petri nets. Furthermore, we
also presented a method to check the consistency of the temporal
knowledge. The proposed method can overcome the drawback of the
one presented in [16] due to the fact that the proposed method can
check the consistency of the temporal knowledge correctly.
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Comments on “A New Approach to Adaptive Fuzzy
Control: The Controller Output Error Method”

Donald S. Reay

Abstract—In the above paper, a novel algorithm for adaptively updating
the parameters of a fuzzy controller was proposed. The purpose of this
letter is to point out that this algorithm, and its use, are well known.
The authors of the above paper acknowledge the previous use of similar
concepts, however this letter draws attention to a particularly clear
description of the algorithm.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, fuzzy systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

An algorithm for the fine tuning of the parameters of a fuzzy
controller, on-line, and without the need for an inverse model of the
controlled plant is proposed in the above paper [1]. The algorithm
is described as novel but, in fact, both the algorithm and its use
are reported widely in the literature on learning control. This letter
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Fig. 1. Fuzzy control system suitable for the use of COEM.

draws attention to a particularly clear description of the algorithm,
several reported examples of its use, and its characterization within
a taxonomy of learning control systems.

II. A LGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The controller output error method (COEM) is a method of fine
tuning the parameters of a fuzzy system within the control architecture
shown in Fig. 1. Note that the block labeled fuzzy controller in Fig. 1
represents the combination of delay lines, fuzzy system, and learning
algorithm described in the aforementioned paper.

The algorithm is described in the above paper as follows:
“At instant k, the state of the plant may be defined byS =

[y(k); � � � ; y(k � p + 1)]T (assuming that the plant is observable).
The fuzzy controller produces a control signal,u(k), which drives
the output of the plant toy(k + 1). Regardless of whether or not
this was the intended response, we now know that, if the transition
from a stateS to an outputy(k + 1) is ever required again, the
appropriate control signal isu(k).

The fuzzy controller is now tested to see if it does indeed output
a signal equal tou(k) when required to drive the plant through this
same transition. Instead of producing a control signalu(k), however,
the controller outputs the signal̂u(k). Thus, the controller output is
in error by eu(k) = u(k) � û(k).

It is important to note that, althougĥu(k) is produced by the
controller, it is not applied to the plant. Its only purpose is to calculate
eu(k). û(k) is calculated by producing a new controller input vector,
ẑ(k) � � �. The input vectorẑ(k) only differs from z(k) in the first
element, wherey(k + 1) replacesr(k).” The last sentence of the
description refers to two alternative input vectors to a fuzzy system,
z(k) = [r(k); y(k); � � � ; y(k�n+1); u(k�1); � � � ; u(k�m)]T and
ẑ(k) = [y(k+1); y(k); � � � ; y(k�n+1); u(k�1); � � � ; u(k�m)]T .

While the authors of the foregoing acknowledge the previous use
of similar concepts, for example in [2], apparently they are unaware
of the following description of the same algorithm by Albus [3].

“Ordinarily the CMAC training algorithm proceeds by 1) observing
an input S = (s1; s2; s3; � � � ; _x; _y; _z); 2) computing an output
P = h(S); 3) comparingP against a desired̂P ; and 4) adjusting
weights so as to null the difference. In the process of training, the
function h is modified to h0 such thatP̂ = h0(S). The critical
factor in this conventional technique is finding the desired outputP̂

corresponding to the actual inputS. In the time inversion technique
this process is inverted, i.e., the computed outputP is assumed to be
the desiredoutput for some unknown input̂S. The problem then is
not to find the desired output̂P corresponding to some actual input
S, but instead to find some input̂S for whichP is the desired output.
This may be done in the following manner.

First, apply the computed outputP to the joint actuators and
observe the resulting movement_̂x; _̂y; _̂z. Now, if the original input
S had called for the observed movement_̂x; _̂y; _̂z instead of _x; _y; _z,
thenP would have been exactly the correct output. Therefore, the
input Ŝ for which P is the desired output, is merely the original
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